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EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS OF A FUNCTIONAL-INTEGRAL 
EQUATION IN INFINITE DIMENSIONAL BANACH SPACES1 
G. EMMANUELE, Catania 
(Received September 9, 1992) 
Let i l b e a bounded closed subset of Rn. If / , k,g are functions defined, respec-
tively, in ft x E, ft x ft, ft x E (E a Banach space) with values into, respectively, E, 
L(F, E), F (F a Banach space, L(F, E) the space of all linear continuous operators 
from F into E), we consider the functional-integral equation 
(1) x(t) = f(t,r k(t,s)g(s,x(s)) ds), t a.e. in ft 
J Q 
and look for solutions of (1) lying in L1(ft,E'), the usual Bochner function space 
on (ft,.i?,ra), the usual Lebesgue measure space. The equation (1) is quite general, 
because for f(t, x) = x we get the Hammerstein integral equation, whereas if g(t, x) = 
x we get an equation recently considered in [2] and in [4]. (In particular, we improve 
the result in [4] because, in the case of E = F = R and ft = [0,1] C R, we are able 
to dispense with one of the hypotheses used in that paper.) For several applications 
of the Hammerstein integral equation to partial differential equations we refer to [3] 
and [8]. 
The technique we use in the main theorem is the usual one: we construct an 
operator A mapping continuously a suitable bounded, closed and convex subset Q of 
LX(Q,E) into itself, and prove that A(Q) is relatively compact. Hence the Schauder 
fixed point theorem can be applied. The choice of the set Q is such that it allows 
us to avoid the use of certain monotonicity assumptions contained in [2] (see also 
results and examples in [3] and in [8]) that are not always extendible to the case 
of functions with values in infinite dimensional Banach spaces; the hypotheses we 
consider are quite general and "natural" in the sense that they are necessary and 
sufficient for certain operators to take Ll(fl,E) continuously into itself (see [7]). 
1 Work performed under the auspices of G.N.A.F.A. of CN.R. and partially supported by 
M.U.R.S.T. of Italy (60%; 1990). 
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One of the main tools we use is the following generalization of the Ascoli-Arzela 
theorem to the case of vector-valued continuous functions. 
Theorem 1 (see [1], for instance). Let T be a compact metric space and let 
(fn) C C°(T,E) be a sequence of equicontinuous and equibounded functions. If for 
each t e T, {fn(t)} is relatively compact in E, then (fn) is relatively compact in 
C°(T, E). Moreover, the set {fn(t): t eT, n e N} is relatively compact in E, too. 
We even need the following extension of a theorem of Scorza-Dragoni to be found 
in [9], 
Theorem 2 ([9]). Let T be a compact metric space with a Radon measure defined 
on it, E a separable metric space, F a Banach space. If f: T x E —•> F is a function 
verifying the Caratheodory hypotheses, i.e. f is measurable with respect toteT for 
all x € E and continuous with respect tox € E for almost allt € T, given e > 0 there 
is a measurable closed subset T£ ofT with m(T\T£) < e and f\T xE continuous. 
We shall make use of the following result concerning compact subsets of separable 
Banach spaces (see [5]). 
Theorem 3 ([5]). Let M be a bounded subset of a separable Banach space E. 
M is relatively compact if and only if for any w*-null sequence (xn) C E* one has 
lim sup |a;*(a;)| = 0. 
n x G M 
We are now ready to give the proof of our result for which we need an easy lemma: 
Lemma 4. Let us assume 
(ki) huh2 € L
1^^), hi(t) ^ 0, h2(t) ^ 0 a.e. on ft; 
(k2) ip: ft x ft —> R+ verifies the Caratheodory hypotheses and the linear operator 
(Vz)(t) = J ip(t,s)z(s)ds 
Jn 
maps L1(ft, R) into Lx(ft, R) (in this case # is continuous ([10]) and | |#| | denotes its 
norm); 
(k3) bi,b2,r ^ 0 are such that rbib2\\V\\ < 1. 
Then there is a nonnegative (p0 E L
X(Q, R) such that 
(po(t) = hi(t) + rbi / i/j(t,s)(h2(s) + b2<p0(s)) ds , t a.e. in Q. 
Jn 
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P r o o f . Let us put p = ^ ^ J t J S , , where a(t) = rbx JQ^(t,s)h2(s)ds G 
Lx(n,R). It is easy to see that Mx G Bv = {x: x G L
l(Q, R), ||.r|| ^ p} when-
ever x G Bp, where 
Mx(t) = hx(t)+rbi I *p(t,s)(h2(s) + b2x(s))ds, ten. 
JQ 
It is also clear that Mx(t) ^ 0 a.e. on Q when x(t) ^ 0 a.e. on 0, and so M(B+) C 
B+ with B+ = BpCi{x: x £ L
x(n,R), x(t) ^ 0 a.e. on ft}; furthermore, B+ is 
a complete metric space. It is also easy to prove that M is a contraction when 
restricted to B+. Then the Banach-Caccioppoli fixed point theorem applies to give 
the result. We are done. • 
Theorem 5. Let E be a separable Banach space, F an arbitrary Banach space 
and ft a bounded, closed subset of Rn. Let us assume 
(hi) / : ft x E -+ E verifies the Caratheodory hypotheses and, moreover, there 
exist hi G L*(ft, R) and bi ^ 0 such that 
| | /(M)IIE < M O + MMIE for a.a. t € SI and all x G E; 
(h2) k: ft x ft —> C(F, .E) (the Banach space of linear compact operators from F 
into E with the usual operator norm) verifies the Caratheodory hypotheses and the 
linear operator K defined by 
(Kz)(t)= / \\k(t,s)\\c{FjE)z(s)ds, ta.e.inQ, 
maps Ll(Q, R) into itself (this last fact implies that K is continuous, see [10]; let 
\\K\\ denote its norm); 
(I13) g: ft x E -> F verifies the Caratheodory hypotheses and, moreover, there 
exist h2 G L*(ft, R) and b2 ^ 0 such that 
\\g(t,x)\\F ^ h2(t) + b2\\x\\E for a.a. t G ft and all x G E; 
(h4) rblb2\\K\\ < 1. 
Then the equation (1) has a solution x in L1(ft,£'). 
P r o o f . Putting ip(t,s) = \\k(t,s)\\c(E,F)
 m Lemma 4, we get that there is a 
nonnegative <po G L*(ft, R) such that 
<Po(0 = hi(t) + rbi / | | k ( M ) | | c ( E , F ) ( M s ) + *Wo00) ds , * a.e. in ft. 
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First of all, assume <D0 = 0Li(Q,R). In such a case we easily get that OLI{Q^E) is a 
solution of (1). Indeed, we have 
f(t,r k(t,s)g(s,dLi(QtE)(s))ds) 
š hi(t) + bAlr / k(t,s)g(s,6Li{QtE)(s)) ds 
^h^ + hr J \\k(t,s)\\c{EF)\\g{s,eLiiQiE)(s))\\ds 
hi(t) + hr J \\k(t,s)\\c{EF)(h2(s) + b2\\eLi{QiE)(s)\\) ds 
hi(t) + hr J \\k(t,s)\\clEiF){h2(s)+b29LHa,R)(s)) ds 
= 0Li(Q,R)(t), t a.e. in Í7, 
which means that 
f(t,r k(t,s)g(s,0Li{QjE)(s))dsj = 0Li{Q)E)(t), t a.e. in (]. 
So let us assume (Do / #L-(f2,R) and consider the following subset of Ll(Q, E): 
Q = {x:xe L\n,E), \\x(t)\\E ^ <p0(t) a.e. on fl}. 
Q is clearly bounded, closed and convex in L1(Q.,E); furthermore, Q is uniformly 
integrable, i.e. lim fs ||a;(s)|| ds = 0 uniformly on Q. We consider the operator 
77l(;5)—»0 
(Ax)(t) = f(t,r í k(t,s)g(s,x(s))dsy 
We shall prove that 
(i) A(Ll(n,E))cL^(Sl,E), 
(ii) A(Q) C Q, 
(iii) A\Q is continuous, 
(iv) A(Q) is relatively compact. 
Hence an easy application of the Schauder fixed point theorem will give the exis-




(hx), (h2), (h3). Let us show (ii). If x € Q we have, for a.a. t £ fi, 
\\(Ax)(t)\\E = \\f(t,r f k(t,s)g(s,x(s))ds)\\E 
hi(0+6ir|| /fc(M)<K5>*(5))dsL 
JQ 
hi(t) + bir / ||fc(*,s)||c(F,£?)ll^(5^(s))||Fds 
JQ 
^hi(t)+bir f | |k(^5) | | c ( F £ ; )( / i 2(5) + b2||a;(s)||E)d5 
«/ 14 
^hi(t) + hr f \\k(t,s)\\c{FE){h2(s) + b2lpo(s))ds =<fo(t) 
J \i 
by virtue of Lemma 4. Let us prove (iii). Let (xn), (x0) C Q with xn -> .r0. This 
means that xn(s) -> £o(s) almost everywhere on ft (by passing to a subsequence if 
necessary). Fix i € ft', we have k(f, s)g(s,xn(s)) -> k(i, s)g(s,xo(s)) for a.a. s E l l 
because of (I13) and (h2). Thanks to (I13) we also have that, for a.a. s G ft, 
\\k(i, s) [g(s, xn(s)) - g(s, x0(s))] \\E 
< l |MM) | | c ( E f F ) [2M*) +h(\\xn(s)\\ + \\xo(s)\\)] 
^\\k(i,s)\\c{EF)2(h2(s)+b2^o(s))\ 
this easily yields 
/ k(i, s)g(s,xn(s)) ds -> / k(i, s)g(s,xo(s)) ds . 
JQ JQ 
Hence 
f(t,r k(t,s)g(s,xn(s))ds)->f(t,r k(i,s)g(s,x0(s)) ds), 
i.e. Axn(t) —«> Ax0(i), thanks to (hi). But ||Arn(£) - Ar0(£)||£; ^ 2<p0(t) and so 
||Aixn — AXOWL1^^) -> 0- It remains to show the most difficult (iv). It is clear that 
we can assume Q countable; so we do it. First of all, we observe that thanks to 
Theorem 2, given a > 0 there is ft^ c ft, closed, with m(ft \fla) < a, such that 
/ | Q X£» fc|n XQ
 a r e continuous. First we shall prove that 
(jf B = {Hx\Q(j :xeQ}C C°(na), where (Hx)(t) = fQ k(t,s)g(s,x(s)) ds , 
ten, 
(jj) B is relatively compact in C°(tta). 
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Let t', t" € ft. We have 
\\(Hx)(t')-(Hx)(t")\\E^ [ \\k(t',s)-k(t",s)\\c(FJS)\\g(s,x(s))\\ds 
^ J | | * ( ^ s ) - f c ( ^ 5 ) | | c ( F i E ) ( A 2 ( 5 ) + f e ^ ( 5 ) ) d 5 . 
Since kL Q is uniformly continuous, we get that B is an equicontinuous subset of 
C0(Q(T); it is also clear that B is an equibounded subset of C°(Qa). It remains to 
show that for all £ E -!<-, B(t) = {-4x|Q (t): x £ Q} is relatively compact, so that we 
can apply Theorem 1 to B. Now we use Theorem 3. Let (xn) be a uj*-null sequence 
in E*; for t £ fta we have 
(2) x*n I k(i,s)g(s,x(s))ds - \ x*nk(i,s)g(s,x(s)) ds , n G N . 
JQ JQ 
For almost all s £ ft, the set {^(5,^(5)): x E <5} is bounded by virtue of (ha) and 
because of the very definition of Q; hence {k(t, s)g(s,x(s)): x E Q} is compact in 
E for a.a. s € ft and so x*k(f, s)G(s,:r(s)) -> 0 uniformly on 2 E Q; furthermore, 
|<k(M)£(s , : r ( .s)) | ^ s u p | K | | \\k(t,s)\\c{F,E)(h2(s) +b2<p0(s))i which implies 
SuPfx:k(t,s)9(s,x(s))és^0. 
XEQJQ xeQ 
Thanks to (2) we are done: B(t) is relatively compact for all t e ft. Hence B 
is relatively compact in C°(fta). Once we have (j) and (jj) for any a > 0, we can 
conclude our proof as follows. Given a sequence (xh) C Q, it is easy to get a sequence 
(ftn) of closed subsets of ft with m(ft \ ftn) —•> 0 and a subsequence (yh) of (xh) such 
that (Hyh) is a Cauchy sequence in any C°(ftn). Again thanks to Theorem 1 we 
have that 
Cn = {Hyh(t):teftn, heN} 
is a relatively compact subset of E and so / | Q x ^ is uniformly continuous. It is 
then very easy to see (use again Theorem 1) that 
{f(.tHyh(.)):iln->E, he^} 
is a Cauchy sequence in C°(ftn) for all n E f̂
1, by passing to a suitable subsequence 
if necessary. Hence, if e > 0, let a > 0 be such that 
sup / ||-4:r(5)|| ds < 7 for all S C ft, m(S) < a. 
xeQJs 4 
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Choose n € N with m(Q \ fin) < &• We have 
[ \\Ayh,(t)-Ayh,,(t)\\Edt = f \\Ayh.(t) - Ayh..(t)\\Edt 
JQ Jfin 
+ / \\Ayh.(t)-Ayh..(t)\\Edt 
<: J ||/(f,H^W)-/(^^/l"W)L^ + | 
<m(n«)| |/(^ .Hyv(0)-/(^^yfc' '(-))| |co (ns) + | 
h\h" GM 
Since (f(-,Hyh(-)))N is a Cauchy sequence in C°(ftn) we are done. • 
R e m a r k . If one of the two spaces E and F is finite dimensional, then any 
continuous and linear operator from F into E is compact, but this even happens for 
suitable infinite dimensional Banach spaces; we refer to [6] for a list of such pairs of 
Banach spaces. 
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